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 Elementary Math, Math QuestionsHow Many Weekends Are There in a Year?
 Violet Robertson  /  November 14, 2023
How many weekends are there in a year? There are three basic ways to count the number of weekends in a year. Most years have four or five weekends. You will find that the number of days varies from one country to another. But if you want to be precise, you can calculate how many weekends are there in 2022.…
Continue Reading→


 Elementary Math, Math QuestionsHow Many Years Is a Millennium?
 Violet Robertson  /  August 24, 2023
If you want to find out the number of years in a century, first you need to figure out what a millennium is. This is a period of time that has a specific start and end date. It has to be 1000 or more years long. Originally, the term millennium derived from the Latin words mille and annus, which mean…
Continue Reading→


 Elementary MathHow to Divide Fractions
 Violet Robertson  /  June 24, 2023
One of the first things you need to learn when learning how to divide fractions is that they are not a whole number! Instead, they are a part of a number or value, and are represented by symbols such as p/q, a/b, m/n, and n/100. Each fraction has a numerator and denominator, and can be divided by any number, including…
Continue Reading→


 Elementary Math, Main, Math QuestionsQuadrants On A Graph
 Violet Robertson  /  May 11, 2023
If you have ever tried to plot data on a graph, you’ve probably come across the term “quadrants”. These are the two areas of the graph where numbers are plotted. These areas correspond to the values of x and y, respectively. Some points don’t lie on any quadrants. For example, the x-coordinate for the point (1, 0) will be equal…
Continue Reading→


 Math QuestionsLinear Pair
 Violet Robertson  /  March 9, 2023
A linear pair consists of two angles, one right and one supplementary. An example of a linear pair would be a ladder placed against a wall. The two adjacent angles are in a ratio of 4:5 and form the straight line segment JKL. But what is the definition of a linear pair? Let’s see. A linear pair is a pair…
Continue Reading→


 
 math innovationsEureka Math Grade 6 Module 1
 Violet Robertson  /  February 23, 2023
Eureka math grade 6 module 1 includes a variety of resources to help students learn and master the content. This includes video explanations of the lessons and Homework Helper books that have sample problems to complete at home. Eureka Math Grade 6 Module 1 This curriculum builds conceptual understanding through consistent math models, rigor to support productive struggle, and coherence…
Continue Reading→


 
 math innovationsEureka Math Grade 5 Module 1
 Violet Robertson  /  February 23, 2023
This 30-day module builds upon sixth grade reasoning about ratios and rates to formally define proportional relationships and the constant of proportionality. Students explore multiple representations of proportional relationships by looking at tables, graphs, equations, and verbal descriptions. Eureka Math Grade 5 Module 1 Eureka Math TEKS Edition delivers a rigorous, standards-based curriculum that is coherence driven and research-supported. Its…
Continue Reading→


 
 math innovationsEureka Math Grade 4 Module 1
 Violet Robertson  /  February 23, 2023
Eureka Math Grade 4 Module 1 is a bundled collection of engaging activities that teach students place value, multiplication, division and fractions. This curriculum is developed by teacher-writers and experts who use a research-based approach to ensure that students build enduring knowledge. Eureka Math Grade 4 Module 1 Review Teachers will love the consistent math models, rigor to support productive…
Continue Reading→


 
 math innovationsEureka Math Grade 3 Module 1
 Violet Robertson  /  February 23, 2023
Eureka math grade 3 module 1 lays the foundation for students to develop fluency with multiplication and division. In addition to developing understanding of multiplication and division, students also learn about fractions and arrays. Eureka Math Grade 3 Module 1 Eureka math grade 3 module 1 includes one interactive activity per lesson to help students practice the learning targets in…
Continue Reading→


 
 math innovationsEureka Math Grade 2 Module 1
 Violet Robertson  /  February 23, 2023
Eureka math grade 2 module 1 is a complete resource for teachers using the Engage NY curriculum (Eureka Math). This includes 31 pages that are perfect for Print-N-Go, homework or small group instruction. Eureka Math Grade 2 Module 1 Using the principles of the Universal Design for Learning, Eureka Math2 delivers consistent math models and rigor that advance equity for…
Continue Reading→


 
 math innovationsEureka Math Grade 1
 Violet Robertson  /  February 23, 2023
Eureka Math grade 1 is a Common Core-aligned curriculum from Great Minds(r). The program has been widely adopted by teachers and school districts, and has been downloaded more than 13 million times. Eureka Math Grade 1 Review The curriculum equates mathematical concepts to stories, so students focus on solving problems rather than finding the answer. It also suggests different ways…
Continue Reading→


 
 math innovations1st Grade Math
 Violet Robertson  /  February 23, 2023
First grade is a great time to begin teaching children the basics of math. It is also a crucial time for parents to support their child’s academic development. 8 Essential Skills For First Grade Math By taking the time to teach their kids basic math skills and encourage them to use problem-solving strategies, they will be prepared for more advanced…
Continue Reading→
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